
Safeguarding 7-minute briefing: Social Media and Mental Health

Background
Social Media has transformed the way society communicates. It brings a variety 
of benefits including giving a voice to those who may not previously have been 
heard - none more so than Children and Young People (C&YP). However, the 
speed at which the online environment has evolved has magnified existing 
safeguarding issues, including those associated with Mental Health & Wellbeing 
(MH&W). Social Media can be a positive influence, but it also has the potential 
for negative and hugely destructive influences for C&YP. 

Why is it important?
Integral part of modern society, especially for C&YP who are 
typically hugely invested in its day-to-day application. 
Adverse effects of Social Media and their indicators can be 
numerous, developing and may include: online addiction; 
anxiety; low self-esteem; online bias; isolation; oversharing; 
jealousy or unrealistic expectations; FOMO (Fear Of Missing 
Out); online bullying or hate crime, depression and self-
harm. Negative experiences online can re-enforce and 
further exacerbate pre-existing Mental Health conditions. 

Information
Social Media is designed to keep users engaged with the 
platform. As such, it demonstrates ‘persuasive design’ – a 
concept whereby technology is used to influence user 
behaviour. The ‘Streaks’ feature on Snapchat is an 
example of how this concept is employed to significant 
effect and the consequent impact this can have.What should I consider?

150 times per day on average (FOMO). A less obvious consequence of 
the need for continual interaction is the impact on self-esteem and 
anxiety. YP may feel the need to constantly message their close friends 
in order to maintain close friendships in real life. This is also apparent in 
‘curating’ an online persona – research suggests the average number of 
selfies a young person takes before sharing just 1 is 12, with just under 
50% of young people also adding a filter to ‘improve’ their appearance. 

What else should I know?
Posts on Social Media will often present an ‘idealised’ 
view which is often at odds with the actual truth and as 
such, can create unrealistic expectations for others. 
Different platforms have both positive and negative 
aspects. The highly-regarded RSPH report #StatusOfMind
provides an excellent insight for practitioners including a 
breakdown of popular platforms and their suggested 
impact on MH&W (rated from Best to Worst): 1. 
YouTube 2.Twitter 3.Facebook 4.Snapchat 5.Instagram

What should I do?
Do not be distracted by the technology - mental health 
concerns are a safeguarding issue and should not wait. 
Discussing the issue is an important step but ensure 
you consult your DSL on preferred support routes. 
Removing access to devices could inadvertently 
increase anxiety and worsen issues by preventing 
access to support mechanisms and networks 

Questions to consider…
Would I know how to appropriately respond to a MH&W concern that 
may include an online element? Do my school polices & procedures for 
MH&W consider online aspects? What online NHS tools may help young 
people with self-harm and anxiety? Do I know where I can access 
guidance and resources about online issues? Where can I find out more 
about the online benefits and issues for Mental Health?

Click here to 
take the quiz

Information / Links: 

www.saferinternet.org.uk/advice-centre/social-

media-guides

www.disrespectnobody.co.uk

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=GeFeFrCCsUeJSocobRS6i7cFcsTBrrFKhMx4wVQZpbNUNk1BTkYyNUE0SVA5NkNKRVlMQ000VEgzVy4u
http://www.saferinternet.org.uk/advice-centre/social-media-guides
http://www.disrespectnobody.co.uk/
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